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The WSLA Framework: Specifying and Monitoring
Service Level Agreements for Web Services

Alexander Keller1 and Heiko Ludwig1

We describe a novel framework for specifying and monitoring Service Level Agree-
ments (SLA) for Web Services. SLA monitoring and enforcement become increasingly
important in a Web Service environment where enterprise applications and services
rely on services that may be subscribed dynamically and on-demand. For economic and
practical reasons, we want an automated provisioning process for both the service itself
as well as the SLA managment system that measures and monitors the QoS parameters,
checks the agreed-upon service levels, and reports violations to the authorized parties
involved in the SLA management process. Our approach to these issues is presented in
this paper. TheWeb Service Level Agreement (WSLA)framework is targeted at defin-
ing and monitoring SLAs for Web Services. Although WSLA has been designed for
a Web Services environment, it is applicable as well to any inter-domain management
scenario, such as business process and service management, or the management of net-
works, systems and applications in general. The WSLA framework consists of a flexible
and extensible language based on XML Schema and a runtime architecture comprising
several SLA monitoring services, which may be outsourced to third parties to ensure
a maximum of objectivity. WSLA enables service customers and providers to unam-
biguously define a wide variety of SLAs, specify the SLA parameters and the way they
are measured, and relate them to managed resource instrumentations. Upon receipt of
an SLA specification, the WSLA monitoring services are automatically configured to
enforce the SLA. An implementation of the WSLA framework, termedSLA Compliance
Monitor, is publicly available as part of the IBM Web Services Toolkit.

KEY WORDS: Service Level Agreements; Web Services; WSLA; electronic contracts;
service management.

1. INTRODUCTION

Emerging standards for the description, advertisement and invocation of online
services promise that organizations can integrate their systems in a seamless man-
ner. The Web Services framework [1] provides such an integration platform, based
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on the WSDL service interface description language, theUniversal Discovery, De-
scription and Integration (UDDI)service registry [2] and, for example, theSimple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP)as a communication mechanism. Web Services
provide the opportunity to dynamically bind to services at runtime, i.e., to enter
and dismiss a business relationship with a service provider on a case-by-case basis,
and on-demand [3]. Electronic contracts specify how these interactions are carried
out and which contractual parties are involved. An important aspect of a contract
for IT services is the set of Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees. This is commonly
referred to as a Service Level Agreement (SLA) [4,5].

Today, SLAs between organizations are used in all areas of IT services—in
many cases for hosting and communication services, but also for help desks and
problem resolution. Furthermore, the parameters for which service-level objectives
(SLO) are defined come from a variety of areas, such as business process manage-
ment, service and application management, and traditional systems and network
management. In addition, different organizations have different definitions for
crucial IT parameters such as Availability, Throughput, Downtime, Bandwidth,
Response Time, etc. Today’s SLAs are often plain natural language documents.
Consequently, they must be manually provisioned and monitored, which is very
expensive and slow. The definition, negotiation, deployment, monitoring and en-
forcement of SLAs must become—in contrast to today’s state of the art—an au-
tomated process.

One approach to deal with this problem (e.g., for simple Web hosting services
for consumers) is the use of SLA templates [6] that include several automatically
processed fields in an otherwise natural language-written SLA. However, the flex-
ibility of this approach is limited and only suitable for a small set of variants of the
same type of service using the same QoS parameters and a service offering that
is not likely to undergo changes over time. In situations where service providers
must address different SLA requirements of their customers, they need a flexible
formal language to express service level agreements and a runtime architecture
comprising a set of services being able to interpret this language. The objective
of this paper is to present our approach to such a flexible SLA specification and
monitoring framework, with a focus on Web Services. It is calledWeb Service
Level Agreement (WSLA) framework.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we describe the underly-
ing principles of our work. Then, we analyze the requirements of dynamic e-
Businesses, both on the WSLA runtime architecture comprising multiple SLA
monitoring services, and on a flexible, formal SLA language. We also describe
the relationships of our work to the existing state of the art. The WSLA runtime
architecture, described in Section 3, provides mechanisms for accessing resource
metrics of managed systems and for defining, monitoring and evaluating SLA
parameters according to a WSLA specification. Section 4 introduces the WSLA
language by means of several examples. It is based on XML Schema and allows
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parties to define QoS guarantees for electronic services and the processes for mon-
itoring them. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives an overview of our current
work.

2. PRINCIPLES OF THE WSLA FRAMEWORK

Service level management has been the subject of intense research for several
years now and has reached a certain degree of maturity. However, despite initial
work in the field (see Bhojet al.[7]), the problem of establishing a generic frame-
work for service level management in cross-organizational environments remains
unsolved yet. In Section 2.1, we introduce the terminology and describe the funda-
mental principles, which will be used throughout this paper. Section 2.2 describes
several SLA establishment scenarios. In Section 2.3, we derive the requirements on
the WSLA runtime architecture and language and provide an overview of related
work.

2.1. Terminology

Management information relating to SLAs appears at various tiers of a dis-
tributed system and can be classified as follows:r Resource Metricsare retrieved directly from the managed resources re-

siding in the service provider’s tier, such as routers, servers and instru-
mented applications. Typical examples of resource metrics are the well-
known MIB variables of the IETF Structure of Management Information
(SMI) [8], such as counters and gauges.r Composite Metricsare created by combining several resource (or other
composite) metrics according to a specific algorithm, such as averaging
one or more metrics over a specific amount of time, or by breaking them
down according to specific criteria (top 10%, minimum, maximum values
of a time series). This is usually done within the service provider’s domain
but can be outsourced to a third-party measurement service as well (cf.
Section 2.3.3). We assume that composite metrics are either defined in the
SLA or exposed by a service provider by means of a well-defined (usually
HTTP or SOAP based) interface for further processing.r SLA Parametersput the metrics available from a service provider into the
context of a specific customer and are therefore the core part of an SLA.
In contrast to the previous metrics, every SLA parameter may be asso-
ciated with high/low watermarks, which enables the customer, provider,
or a designated third party to evaluate the retrieved metrics whether they
meet/exceed/fall below defined service level objectives. Consequently, ev-
ery SLA parameter and its permitted range are defined in the SLA. It makes
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sense to delegate the evaluation of SLA parameters against the SLOs as
well to an independent third party; this ensures that the evaluation is ob-
jective and accurate.r Business Metricsrelate SLA parameters to financial terms specific to a
service customer (and thus are usually kept confidential by him). They
form the basis of a customer’s risk management strategy and exist only
within the service customer’s domain. It should be noted that a service
provider needs to perform a similar mapping to make sure the SLAs he is
willing to satisfy are in accordance with his business goals.

The WSLA framework presented in this paper is designed to handle all four
different parameter types; apart from the latter, they relate directly to technical man-
agement and are our main focus. However, the flexible mechanism for composing
SLAs (described in detail in Section 4) can be easily extended to accommodate
business metrics.

2.2. SLA Establishment Scenarios

Often, it is not obvious to draw a line between the aforementioned parameter
types, in particular between Composite Metrics and SLA Parameters. Therefore,
we assume that every parameter related to a customer and associated with a guar-
anteed value range is considered an SLA parameter, which is supposed to be part
of an SLA. However, this distinction is also highly dependent on the extent a cus-
tomer requires the customization of metrics exposed by the service provider (or a
third-part measurement service)—and how much he is willing to pay for it. This,
in turn, depends on the degree of customization the provider is willing to apply
to the metrics he exposes. The following scenarios describe the various ways how
SLAs may be defined:

1. A customer adopts the data exposed by a service provider without further
refinement.This is often done when the metrics reflect good common
practice, cannot be modified by the customer or are of small(er) importance
to him. In this case, the selected metrics become the SLA parameters
and thus integral parts of the SLA. Examples are:length of maintenance
intervalsor backup frequency.

2. The customer requests that collected data is put into a meaningful con-
text.A customer is probably not interested in the overall availability of a
provider’s data center, but needs to know the availability of the specific
cluster within the data center on which his applications and data are hosted.
A provider’s data collection algorithm therefore needs—at least—to take
into account for which customer the data is actually collected. A provider
may decide to offer such preprocessed data, such as:Availability of the
server cluster hosting customer X’s web application.
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3. The customer requests customized data that is collected according to his
specific requirements.While a solution to item 2 can still be reasonably
static (changes tend to happen rarely and the nature of the modifiable
parameters can be anticipated reasonably well), the degree of choice for
the customer can be taken a step further by allowing him to specify ar-
bitrary parameters, e.g., the input parameters of a data collection algo-
rithm. This implies that a service provider needs to have a mechanism in
place that allows a customer to provide these input parameters—preferably
at runtime. For example:The average load of a server hosting the cus-
tomer’s website should be sampled every 30 seconds and collected over
24 hours.Note that a change of these parameters results in a change
of the terms and conditions of an SLA: e.g., when a customer chooses
sampling intervals that impact the performance of the monitored system,
which may entail the violation of SLAs the service provider has with other
customers.

4. The customer specifies the way how data is collected.This means that the
customer defines, in addition to the metrics and input parameters, the data
collection algorithm. Obviously, this is the most extreme case and seems
fairly unlikely. However, large customers may insist of getting access
to very specific data that is not part of the standard set: For instance,
a customer may want to know which employees of a service provider
had physical access to the systems hosting his data and would like to
receive a daily log of the badge reader. This means that, in addition to the
aforementioned extensions, a service provider needs to have a mechanism
in place that allows him to introduce new data collection mechanisms
without interrupting his management and production systems.

While the last case poses the highest challenge on the programmability of the
monitoring system, a service provider benefits greatly from a management system
being capable of handling such flexible SLAs because all the former situations
are special cases of the latter. It also addresses the extreme variability of today’s
SLAs. Sample SLAs we analyzed (cf. Section 2.3.1) clearly indicate the need for
defining a mechanism that allows to unambiguously specify the data collection
algorithm. Also, it should be noted that the different possibilities of specifying
service level objectives are not mutually exclusive and may all be specified within
the same SLA.

2.3. Requirements and Design Goals

2.3.1. Flexible, Formal Language to Accommodate a Wide Variety of SLAs
Our studies of close to three dozen SLAs currently used throughout the in-

dustry in the areas of application service provisioning (ASP) [9], web hosting
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and information technology (IT) outsourcing have revealed that even if seemingly
identical SLA parameters are being defined, their semantics vary greatly (for a
more detailed study, the reader is referred to [3]). The important implication is that
a suitable SLA framework for Web Services must not constrain the parties in the
way they formulate their clauses but instead allow for a high degree of flexibility.
A management tool that implements only a nonmodifiable textbook definition of
availability would not be considered helpful by today’s service providers and their
customers.

It is important to keep in mind that, while the nature of the clauses may differ
considerably among different SLAs, the general structure of all the different SLAs
remains the same: Every analyzed SLA contains the involved parties, the SLA
parameters, the resource metrics used as input to compute the SLA parameters,
the algorithm for computing the SLA parameters, the service level objectives and
the appropriate actions to be taken if a violation of these SLOs has been detected.
This implies that there is a way to come up with a SLA language that can be
applied to a multitude of bilateral customer/provider relationships. This language
is presented in Section 4.

2.3.2. Integration with Electronic Commerce Systems
Architectural components and language elements related to SLA negotia-

tion, creation and deployment should be compatible with existing approaches and
systems developed in the electronic commerce and B2B area. This applies in partic-
ular to the advertisement, negotiation, and sales of SLA-based services. Electronic
storefronts that handle basic order processing and payment are available from many
major software companies, e.g., IBMs WebSphere Commerce Suite and mySAP.
In addition, electronic marketplaces such as Ariba’s or CommerceOne’s are in
widespread use for manufacturing materials and supplies and could be extended to
services. Sophisticated matchmaking technology such as IBMs WebSphere Match-
making Edition [10] can be applied to finding suitable offerings for products with
many complex features as in SLAs. Bichler [11] provides an overview of current
marketplace technology. Since SLA based services can be quite unique, providers
and their customers may want to negotiate their SLAs individually, e.g., by defin-
ing specific metrics for a customer. Automated negotiations and negotiation mid-
dleware are the subject of current research, e.g., in the context of the SilkRoad
[12] and SeCo [13] projects. The notion of agreeing on contracts and deploying
them has been a subject of research in the past years—particularly for connect-
ing business processes across organizations. There are description languages for
B2B interaction, e.g., in the ebXML stack [14]. Other work deals with contracts for
monitoring and managing outsourced processes, e.g., CrossFlow [15]. A number of
approaches deals with electronic contracts and their deployment in general [16].
A summary of electronic contracting-related projects can be found (see Grefen
et al. [15]).
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2.3.3. Delegation of Monitoring Tasks to Third Parties
Traditionally, an SLA is a bilateral agreement between a service customer

and a service provider: Theenhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM)[17], for
example, defines various roles services providers can play. Additional work in
this area has been carried out within the scope of the IST Project FORM [18],
which addresses SLAs in an inter-domain environment. FORM also deals with the
important issue of federated accounting [19], which we do not address in this paper.
However, the current state of the art does not provide flexible mechanisms for the
delegation of management functionality from a service provider and customer to
further (third party) service providers. We refer to the parties that establish and
sign the SLA assignatory parties.

SLA monitoring may require the involvement of third parties: They come into
play when either a function needs to be carried out that neither service provider
nor customer wants to do, or if one signatory party does not trust the other to
perform a function correctly. Third parties act then in asupporting role and are
sponsored by either one or both signatory parties. Figure 1 gives an overview of a
configuration where two signatory parties and two supporting parties collaborate
in the monitoring of an SLA.

Service provider (ttACMEProvider in Fig. 1) and service customer (ttXInc )
are the signatory parties to the SLA. They are ultimately responsible for all obliga-
tions, mainly in the case of the service provider, and (in the case of the customer)
the ultimate beneficiary of obligations. Supporting parties are sponsored either by
one or both of the signatory parties to perform one or more of a particular set

Fig. 1. SLA Management with Multiple Service Providers.
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of roles. A measurement service (ttYMeasurement) implements a part or all of
the measurement and computation activities defined within an SLA. A condition
evaluation service (ttZAuditing ) implements violation detection and other state
checking functionality that covers all or a part of the guarantees of an SLA. A
management service implements corrective actions.

Note that these services (described in more detail in Section 3.1) are dis-
tributed among the various parties and need to interact across organizational do-
mains. There can be multiple supporting parties having a similar role, e.g., a
measurement service may be located in the provider’s domain while another mea-
surement service probes the service offered by the provider across the Internet from
various locations. Keynote Systems, Inc. [20] is a real-life example of such an ex-
ternal measurement service provider. SLA monitoring issues in multi-provider
environments are described by Overton and Siegel [21] and Overton [22].

2.3.4. Deploying SLAs: The “Need to Know” Principle
As motivated in Section 2.3.3, the functionality of computing SLA parameters

or evaluating contract obligations may be split, e.g., among multiple measurement
or SLO evaluation services, each provided by a different organization. On the other
hand, all the definitions and obligations of the involved signatory and supporting
parties should be defined withina singleSLA document, which fully describes
the contractual relationships. Hence, it is important that every supporting service
receives only the parts of an SLA it needs to know to carry out its task: a service
dealing with the deployment of an SLA document to the various involved parties
needs to verify the obligations of every party and distribute only the relevant parts
to them. Since SLAs with multiple involved parties may become fairly complex,
this is not a trivial task. Section 3.1.2 presents our approach for dealing with this
problem.

Since it may be possible that a signatory party delegates the same task (e.g.,
response time probing) to several different supporting parties (in order to be able
to cross-check their results), different service instances may not be aware of other
instances. Stated differently, signatory parties specify in the SLA from where a
supporting party retrieves its input data and where to send its results. Consequently,
a supporting service becomes aware of the existence of other (supporting) services
only if the signatory parties have stated this in the part of the SLA he receives.

Another major issue that underlines the importance of the “Need to know”
principle are the privacy concerns of the various parties involved in an inter-domain
management scenario: A service provider is, in general, neither interested in dis-
closing which of his business processes have been outsourced to other providers,
nor the names of these providers. On the other hand, service customers will not
necessarily see a need to know the exact reason of performance degradations as
long as a service provider is able to take appropriate remedies (or compensate its
customer for the incurred service level violation).
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Traditionally, end-to-end performance management has been the goal of tra-
ditional enterprise management efforts and is often explicitly listed as a require-
ment (see, e.g., [23]). However, the aforementioned privacy concerns of service
providers and the service customers’ need for transparency make that an end-
to-end view becomes unachievable (and irrelevant) in an e-Business on-demand
environment spanning multiple organizational domains.

2.3.5. SLA-Driven Configuration of Managed Resources
Since the terms and conditions of an SLA may entail setting configuration

parameters on a potentially wide range of managed resources, an SLA manage-
ment framework must accommodate the definition of SLAs that go beyond elec-
tronic/web services and relate to the supporting infrastructure. On the one hand,
it needs to tie the SLA to the monitoring parameters exposed by the managed
resources so that an SLA monitoring infrastructure is able to retrieve important
metrics from the resources. White [8] defines a MIB for SLA performance monitor-
ing in an SNMP environment, whereas the SLA handbook from TeleManagement
Forum [24] proposes guidelines for defining SLAs that target telecom service
providers. The capability of mapping resources metrics to SLA parameters is cru-
cial because a service provider must be able to answer the following questions
before signing an SLA:r Is it possible to accept an SLA for a specific service class given the fact

that the capacity is limited?r Can additional workload be accommodated?

On the other hand, it is desirable to derive configuration settings directly from
SLAs. However, the heterogeneity and complexity of the management infrastruc-
ture makes configuration management a challenge; Section 3.1.4 discusses this
problem. Successful work in this area often focuses on the network level: Gopal
[25] describes a network configuration language; the Policy Core Information
Model (PCIM) of the IETF [26] provides a generic framework for defining poli-
cies to facilitate configuration management. Existing work in the e-commerce area
may be applied here as well since the concept of contract-driven configuration in
e-commerce environments [27] and virtual enterprises [16,28] has similarities to
the SLA-driven configuration of managed resources.

3. WSLA RUNTIME ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we break down the WSLA framework into its atomic building
blocks, namely the elementary services needed to enable the management of an
SLA throughout the stages of its lifecycle. The first part, Section 3.1, describes
the information flows and interactions between the different WSLA services.
Section 3.2 describes our prototype implementation.
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3.1. Interactions Between the WSLA Services

The services described in this section are designed to address the “need to
know” principle (motivated in Section 2.3.4) and consitute the atomic building
blocks of our SLA monitoring framework. The WSLA services are intended to
interact across multiple domains; however, it is possible that some services may be
co-located within a single domain and not necessarily exposed to the ones residing
within another domain.

Figure 2 gives an overview of the SLA management lifecycle, which consists
of five distinct stages. We assume that an SLA is defined for a web service, which
is running in the servlet engine of a web application server. The web application
server exposes a variety of management information either through the graphical
user interface of an administration console or at its monitoring and management
interfaces, which are accessed by the various services of our SLA monitoring
framework. The interface of the web services is defined by an XML document in
theWeb Services Description Language (WSDL). The SLA references this WSDL
document and extends the service definition with SLA management information.
Typically, an SLA defines several SLA parameters, each referring to an operation
of the web service. However, an SLA may also reference the service as a whole,
or even compositions of multiple web services [29]. The stages and the services
that implement the functionality needed during the various stages are as follows:

Web Service

AppServer Monitoring/Management Interfaces

Measurement

Management

Condition
Evaluation

SLA WSDL

Service ProviderS
ervletE

ng
in

e

Deployment

AdminConsole

Business
Entity

2. deploy 3. report

4. act

Service Customer

1. negotiate/signEstablishment 5. terminate

references

SLA Compliance Monitor

Fig. 2. WSLA Services and their interactions.
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3.1.1. Stage 1: SLA Negotiation and Establishment
The SLA is being negotiated and signed by both signatory parties. This is done

by means of anSLA Establishment Service, i.e., an SLA authoring tool that lets
both signatory party establish, price and sign a SLA for a given service offering.
This tool allows a customer to retrieve the metrics offered by a service provider,
aggregate and combine them into various SLA parameters, request approval from
both parties, define secondary parties and their tasks, and make the SLA document
available for deployment to the involved parties (dotted arrows in Fig. 2). Note
that, as stated in Section 2.3.4, the outcome of the negotiation process is a single
SLA document comprising the relationships and obligations of all the involved
signatory and supporting parties.

3.1.2. Stage 2: SLA Deployment
Deployment Service.The deployment service is responsible for

checking the validity of the SLA and distributing it either in full or in appropriate
parts to the involved components (dashed arrows in Fig. 2). Since two signatory
parties negotiate the SLA, they must inform the supporting parties about their
respective roles and duties. Two issues must be addressed:

1. Signatory parties do not want to share the whole SLA with their supporting
parties but restrict the information to the relevant information such that they
can configure their components. Further, signatory parties must analyze
the SLA and extract relevant information for each party. In the case of a
measurement service (described in the next Section 3.1.3), this is primarily
the definition of SLA parameters and metrics. SLO evaluation services
obtain the SLOs they need to verify. All parties need to know the definitions
of the interfaces they must expose, as well as the interfaces of the partners
they interact with.

2. Components of different parties cannot be assumed to be configurable in
the same way, i.e., they may have heterogeneous configuration interfaces.

Thus, the deployment process contains two steps. In the first step, the SLA
deployment system of a signatory party generates and sends configuration infor-
mation in theService Deployment Information (SDI)format (omitted for the sake
of brevity), a subset of the language described in Section 4, to its supporting par-
ties. In the second step, deployment systems of supporting parties configure their
own implementations in a suitable way.

3.1.3. Stage 3: Service Level Measurement and Reporting
This stage deals with configuring the runtime system in order to meet one or a

set of SLAs, and with carrying out the computation of SLA parameters by retriev-
ing resource metrics from the managed resources and executing the management
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functions (solid arrows in Fig. 2). The following services implement the function-
ality needed during this stage:

Measurement Service.The Measurement Service maintains information on
the current system configuration, as well as runtime information on the metrics that
are part of the SLA. It measures SLA parameters such as availability or response
time either from inside, by retrieving resource metrics directly from managed
resources, or outside the service provider’s domain, e.g., by probing or intercepting
client invocations. A Measurement Service may measure all or a subset of the
SLA parameters. Multiple Measurement Services may simultaneously measure
the same metrics. The elements of the WSLA language relating to the tasks of a
Measurement Service are described in Section 4.1.

Condition Evaluation Service.This service is responsible for comparing
measured SLA parameters against the thresholds defined in the SLA and notifying
the management system. It obtains measured values of SLA parameters from the
Measurement Service and tests them against the guarantees given in the SLA. This
can be done each time a new value is available, or periodically. Section 4.2 describes
the language elements a Condition Evaluation Service needs to understand.

3.1.4. Stage 4: Corrective Management Actions
Once the Condition Evaluation Service has determined that an SLO has been

violated, corrective management actions need to be carried out. The functionality
that needs to be provided in this stage spans two different services:

Management Service.Upon receipt of a notification, the Management Ser-
vice (usually implemented as part of a traditional management platform) will
retrieve the appropriate actions to correct the problem, as specified in the SLA.
Before acting upon the managed system, it consults the Business Entity (see be-
low) to verify if the proposed actions are allowable. After receiving approval, it
applies the action(s) to the managed system. It should be noted that the Man-
agement Service seeks approval for every proposed action from the Business En-
tity (dotted arrows in the lower right part of Fig. 2). The main purpose of the
Management Service is to execute corrective actions on behalf of the managed
environment if a Condition Evaluation Service discovers that a term of an SLA
has been violated. While such corrective actions are limited today to opening
a trouble ticket or sending an event to the provider’s management system, we
envision this service playing a crucial role in the future by acting as an auto-
mated mediator between the customer and provider, according to the terms of
the SLA. This includes the submission of proposals to the management sys-
tem of a service provider on how a performance problem could be resolved
(e.g., proposing to assign a different traffic category to a customer if several
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categories have been defined in the SLA). Our implementation addresses very
simple corrective actions; finding a generic, flexible and automatically executable
mechanism for corrective management actions remains an open issue yet, because
there is no standard for submitting corrective actions to a management platform.

Business Entity.This conceptual component represents the embodiment of
business knowledge, goals and policies of a signatory party (here: service provider),
which are usually not exposed to the business partner. It is involved in decision-
making on management operations proposed by the Management Service. The
Business Entity either approves the proposal of the Management Service or derives
another management operation based on its knowledge of the state of the system
and the specific business-related information it has access to. Business-related in-
formation can come from many sources: A Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) system may indicate that a good customer is affected, whose requests must
be prioritized although the load the customer is putting on the system is higher
than specified in the SLA. The accounting system—implemented, e.g., using SAP
R3 or another Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system—may indicate that a
customer exceeded his credit line with the service provider, assuming that the ser-
vice is pay-per-use, thus rejecting any further request from this customer. In case
decision-making is more complex and relies on “good judgement”, employees
are part of the “system” implementing the Business Entity. The implementation
of the Business Entity will be different from organization to organization. Due
to its complexity we did not implement a prototype Business Entity that can be
connected to various sources of business information.

We have experienced that the tasks covered by these two services become
extremely complicated as soon as sophisticated management actions need to be
specified: First, a service provider would need to expose what management oper-
ations he is able to execute, which is very specific to the management platforms
(products, architectures, protocols) he uses. Second, these management actions
may become very complicated and may require human interaction (such as de-
ploying new servers). Finally, due to the fact that the provider’s managed resources
are shared among various customers, management actions that satisfy an SLA with
one customer are likely to impact the SLAs the provider has with other customers.
The decision whether to satisfy the SLA (or deliberately break it) therefore is not a
technical decision anymore, but rather a matter of the provider’s business policies
and, thus, lies beyond the scope of the work discussed in this paper. Consequently,
only few elements of the WSLA language (cf. Section 4) address this stage of the
service lifecycle.

3.1.5. Stage 5: SLA Termination
The SLA may specify the conditions under which it may be terminated or the

penalties a party will incur by breaking one or more SLA clauses. Negotiations
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for terminating an SLA may be carried out between the parties in the same way
as the SLA establishment is being done. Alternatively, an expiration date may be
specified in the SLA.

3.2. SLA Compliance Monitor Implementation

Figure 2 also depicts which WSLA services we have implemented. The
general-purposeMeasurement Servicesupports metric definitions using a rich
set of functions. It features multiple data providers—plug-ins that interpret and
execute measurement directives to read measurement data—e.g., the metering ser-
vice of the IBM Web Services Toolkit (WSTK). Other data providers can be added.
Measurement Services have a Web Services interface to exchange metric values
during runtime. In addition, a general-purposeCondition Evaluation Servicehas
been implemented that supports a wide range of predicates. It offers a Web Services
interface to receive metric updates from Measurement Services. TheDeployment
Servicedecomposes WSLA documents into parts relevant for particular Measure-
ment Services and Condition Evaluation Services. It also provides a simple WSLA
repository and functions for the lifecycle management of SLAs, e.g., to deactivate
the monitoring of SLAs. In addition, a WSLA Authoring Service (as a first step to-
wards an SLA Establishment Service supporting automated negotiation) has been
implemented to support the template-based creation of WSLA offering templates
and the filling of those templates at subscription time.

These services are implemented as Web Services themselves and are jointly
referred to asSLA Compliance Monitor , which acts as a wrapper for them. The
SLA Compliance Monitor is included in the current version 3.2 of the IBM Web
Services Toolkit and can be downloaded fromhttp://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/
tech/webservicestoolkit.Our ongoing implementation efforts, aimed at completing
the WSLA framework, are described in Section 5.

4. WSLA LANGUAGE

The WSLA language, specification [30], defines a type system for the various
SLA artifacts. It is based on XML Schema [31,32]. In principle, there are many
variations of what types of information and which rules are to be included in a
specific SLA. However, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, there is a common under-
standing on how the general structure of an SLA looks like. WSLA is designed to
accommodate this structure, in three sections:r TheParties section identifies all the contractual parties.Signatory Party

descriptions contain the identification and the technical properties of the
parties, i.e., their interface definition (e.g., the way they accept events)
and their addresses. The definitions of theSupporting Partiescontain, in
addition to the information contained in the signatory party descriptions,
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an attribute indicating the sponsor(s) of the party. Since the information
contained in this section is straightforward, we will not discuss the corre-
sponding language elements in detail.r TheService Descriptionsection of the SLA specifies the characteristics of
the service and its observable parameters. This information is processed by
a Measurement Service; the parts of the WSLA language dealing with this
information are described by means of various examples in Section 4.1.r Obligations, the last section of an SLA, define various guarantees and con-
straints that may be imposed on SLA parameters. In Section 4.2, we focus
on these parts of the WSLA language and present two typical examples.
The Condition Evaluation Service needs to understand this information to
evaluate if a service level objective has been violated.

In the following two sections, we will highlight the major elements of the
WSLA language by means of a comprehensive and detailed example. The example
assumes a multi-party environment (as depicted in Fig. 1) in which a Service
ProviderACMEProvider, a Measurement ServiceYMeasurement and a Condition
Evaluation ServiceZAuditing cooperate to enact an SLA.

4.1. Service Description: Defining the SLA Parameters of a Service

The purpose of the service description is the clarification of four issues:What
are the SLA parameters? To which service do they relate? How are SLA parameters
measured or computed? How are the Metrics of a managed resource accessed?
This is the information a Measurement Service requires to carry out its tasks. A
sample service description is depicted in Fig. 3. For the operationgetQuote of a
Web Service, two SLA parametersAvgThroughput (average transaction through-
put) andOverUtilization (percentage of time the service provider’s system
experiences a workload that is above the agreed-upon threshold) are defined.

The rationale for choosing these two parameters is as follows: SLAs are de-
fined under the assumption that the ranges of SLA parameters defined for a service
reflect typical workloads. In practice, a service provider has authority over some
environmental factors while others are beyond his control. Thus, an SLA needs
to take into account under which conditions the obligations are valid. Assigning
simply a threshold to an SLA parameter is not helpful without considering the vari-
ations of workload to which a service provider’s system may be exposed, because
sudden load surges may increase the workload on the system by serveral multiples.
An increase of the workload by e.g., a factor of 5 or more makes it impossible
for a service provider to meet fixed response time or throughput targets. Thus,
in our example,OverUtilization will serve in Section 4.2 as a precondition
to constrain under which circumstances the service provider needs to guarantee a
givenAvgThroughput.
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Fig. 3. Sample elements of a service description.

The various parts relating to the definition of the various WSLA ele-
ments for specifying the way how the measurements are carried out will be dis-
cussed subsequently. For the sake of brevity, our descriptions will detail the defi-
nitions of how the SLA parameterOverUtilization is computed.

4.1.1. Service Objects and Operations
The service object, depicted at the top of Fig. 3, provides an abstraction of

all conceptual elements for which SLA parameters and the corresponding metrics
can be defined. In the context of Web Services, the most detailed concept whose
quality aspect can be described separately is an individualService Operation
described in a WSDL specification. For every Service Operation, one or more
Bindings, i.e., the transport encoding for the messages to be exchanged, may be
specified. Examples of such bindings are SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol),
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) or HTTP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol). In our example, the operationgetQuote is the service object, which
may contain references to operations in a WSDL file. Outside the scope of Web
Services, business processes, or parts thereof, can be service objects (e.g., defined
in WSFL [33]).
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4.1.2. SLA Parameters and Metrics
SLA Parameters are properties of a service object; each SLA parameter

has a name, type and unit. Examples of SLA parameters areservice availability,
throughput, or response time. As mentioned in Section 2.1, every SLA parameter
refers to one (composite)Metric , which, in turn, aggregates one or more other
(composite or resource) metrics. This aggregation can be done in two ways: a
metric either defines aFunction that can use other metrics as operands or it has a
Measurement Directive(see later) that describes how the metric’s value should
be measured, i.e., how it can be retrieved from a managed resource. Examples of
composite metrics aremaximum response time of a service, average availability
of service, orminimum throughput of a service. Examples of resource metrics are:
system uptime, service outage period, number of service invocations.

Since SLA parameters are surfaced by a Measurement Service to a Condition
Evaluation Service, it is important to define which party is supposed to provide
the value (Source) and which parties can receive it, either event-driven (Push)
or through polling (Pull). Note that one of our design choices is that SLA pa-
rameters arealwaysthe result of a computation, i.e., no SLA parameters can be
defined as input parameters for computing other SLA parameters. In Fig. 3, one
metric is retrieved by probing a web based interface (acme.com/SystemUtil)
while the other ones (TXcount, Timecount) are directly retrieved from the ser-
vice provider’s management system. In our example, YMeasurement retrieves the
Metric ProbedUtilization from ACMEProvider.

Figure 4 depicts how an SLA parameterOverUtilization is defined. It
is assigned the metricPercentOverUtilized, which is defined independently
of the SLA parameter for being used potentially multiple times. YMeasurement
promises to send (Push) new values to ZAuditing, which is also allowed to retrieve
new values on its own initiative (Pull).

A Function represents a measurement algorithm (or formula) that specifies
how a composite metric is computed. Examples of functions are formulas of ar-
bitrary length containing mean, median, sum, minimum, maximum, and various
other arithmetic operators, or time series constructors.

Figure 5 depicts two sample composite metrics having the datatypes float
and TS, a WSLA type to represent time series.YMeasurement is in charge of
computing the values of both metrics.UtilizationTimeSeries is of type TS

Fig. 4. Defining an SLA ParameterOverUtilization.
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Fig. 5. Defining a MetricPercentOverUtilized.

and has no unit. The example illustrates the concept of a function: Every 5 minutes,
a new value of the metricProbedUtilization is placed by the function of type
TSConstructor into a time series for further processing.

The second MetricPercentOverUtilized is used to determine the amount
of time when a system is overloaded and expresses this as a percentage. In our
example, we consider a system utilization of less than 80% as a safe operating
region; above this value, the system is considered overloaded. Specific function,
such asMinus, Mean, Median, or, here,PercentageGreaterThanThreshold(yield-
ing the percentage of values over a threshold in a time series, in our example 0.8
or 80%) are extensions of the common function type. Operands of functions can
be metrics, scalars and other functions. It is expected that a Measurement Service,
provided either by a signatory or a supporting party, is able to compute functions.
More specific and customized functions can be added to the WSLA language as
needed.

Every function references either aScheduleor aTrigger . A schedule defines
the time intervals during which the functions are executed to compute the metrics.
These time intervals are specified by means ofStart, End, andInterval. Examples
of the latter areweekly, daily, hourly, or every minute. Arbitrary combinations are
possible. Note that we have omitted the schedule definitions in our example for the
sake of brevity. Alternatively, a trigger defines a point in time to which the execution
of monitoring activity can be tied. In Fig. 5, the first function has a reference to a
scheduleBusinessDay, which specifies when and how often the data is supposed
to be collected during working days. Since we assume for our example that this
schedule provides the collection of metrics on an hourly basis, we need to make sure
that enough new values are present in the time series at any point in time. We achieve
this by setting theWindow size of a time series to 12, because a new measurement
is placed in the time series every 5 minutes. In our implementation, time series are
implemented as ring buffers with a user-defined window size, thus making it easy
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Fig. 6. Defining a Measurement Directive for the MetricProbedUtilization.

to compute moving averages or to accomodate different measurement intervals
or clock drift on the involved systems. Also note that different functions may
reference different schedules, thus enabling the definition of highly customizable
measurements.

A Measurement Directive, depicted in Fig. 6, specifieshow an individual
metric is retrieved from the source (either by means of a well-defined query in-
terface offered by the service provider, or directly from the instrumentation of a
managed resource by means of a management protocol operation). Typical ex-
amples of measurement directives are the uniform resource identifier of a hosted
computer program, a protocol message, or the command for invoking scripts or
compiled programs.

In the above example, a specific type of measurement directiveGauge is used
to retrieve the current value of the metricProbedUtilization (depicted in the
lower right corner of Fig. 3). It contains a URL that is used for probing the value
of theSystemUtil gauge. Apparently, other ways to measure values require an
entirely different set of information items, e.g., an SNMP port, an object identifier
(OID) and an instance identifier to retrieve a counter.

4.2. Obligations: SLOs and Action Guarantees

Obligations, the last section of an SLA, define various guarantees and con-
straints that may be imposed on the SLA parameters. This allows the parties to
unambiguously define the respective guarantees they give each other. The WSLA
language provides two types of obligations:r Service Level Objectivesrepresent promises with respect to the state of

SLA parameters.r Action Guaranteesare promises of a signatory party to perform an ac-
tion. This may include notifications of service level objective violations or
invocation of management operations.

Important for both types of obligations is the definition of the obliged party
and the definition of when the obligations need to be evaluated. Both have a
similar syntactical structure; however, their semantics are different. The content of
an obligation is refined in a service level objective (see Section 4.2.1) or an action
guarantee (described in Section 4.2.2).
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4.2.1. Service Level Objectives
A service level objective expresses a commitment to maintain a particular

state of the service in a given period. Any party can take the obliged part of this
guarantee; however, this is typically the service provider. A service level objective
has the following elements:Obliged is the name of a party that is in charge of
delivering what is promised in this guarantee. One or moreValidityPeriods
define when the SLO is applicable. Examples of validity periods arebusiness days,
regular working hoursor maintenance periods.

A logic Expression defines the actual content of the guarantee, i.e., what
is asserted by the service provider to the service customer. Expressions follow
first order logic and contain the usual operatorsand, or, not, etc., which connect
either predicates or, again, expressions. Predicates (greater than, equal, less than,
etc.) are used to specify thresholds against which SLA parameters are compared.
Consequently, they can have SLA parameters or scalar values as parameters. The
result of a predicate is eithertrueor false. By extending an abstract predicate type,
new domain-specific predicates can be introduced as needed. Similarly, expres-
sions may be extended e.g., to contain variables and quantifiers. This provides the
expressiveness to define complex states of the service.

A service level objective may also have anEvaluationEvent, which defines
when the expression of the service level objective should be evaluated. The most
common evaluation event isNewValue, i.e., each time a new value for an SLA
parameter used in a predicate is available. Alternatively, the expression may be
evaluated according to aSchedule. A schedule is a sequence of regularly occurring
events. It can be defined either within a guarantee or may refer to a commonly
used schedule (cf. the discussion in Section 4.1.2).

The example in Fig. 7 illustrates a service level objective given by ACME-
Provider and valid for a full month in the year 2001. It guarantees that the SLA
parameterAvgThroughput must be greater than 1000 if the SLA parameter
OverUtilization is less than 0.3, i.e., the service provider must make sure
his system is able to handle at least 1000 transactions per second under the con-
dition that his system is operating under normal load conditions for 70% of the
time. If the service provider experiences an overload condition for 30% of the
time (due, e.g., to an excessive amount of incoming requests), he is not obliged
to fulfill the AvgThroughput requirement. Note that in our example, overload is
defined as a system utilization of at least 80% for a period of one hour (see the
definition of the metricPercentOverUtilized in Section 4.1.2). This condition
should be evaluated each time a new value for the SLA parameter is available. The
example shows how theImplies element can be used for defining preconditions
in WSLA.

Note that we deliberately chose that validity periods are always specified with
respect to a single SLO, and thus and only indirectly applicable to the scope of
the overall SLA. Alternatively, validity periods to the overall SLA (possibly in
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Fig. 7. Defining an SLOConditional SLO For AvgThroughput.

addition to the validity periods for each SLA parameter) could be possible, but we
found this granularity too coarse.

4.2.2. Action Guarantees
An action guarantee expresses a commitment to perform a particular activity if

a given precondition is met. Any party can be the obliged of this kind of gurarantee.
This particularly includes also the supporting parties of the SLA.

An action guarantee comprises the following elements and attributes:Obliged
is the name of a party that must perform an action as defined in this guarantee.
A logic Expression defines the precondition of the action. The format of this
expression is the same as the format of an expression in service level objectives.
An important predicate for action guarantees is theViolation predicate that de-
termines whether another guarantee, in particular a service level objective, has
been violated. AnEvaluationEvent or an evaluationSchedule defines when
the precondition is evaluated.

QualifiedAction contains a definition of the action to be invoked at a
particular party. The concept of a qualified action definition is similar to the in-
vocation of an object’s method in a programming language, replacing the object
name with a party name. The party of the qualified action can be the obliged or
another party. The action must be defined in the corresponding party specifica-
tion. In addition, the specification of the action includes the marshalling of its
parameters. One or more qualified actions can be part of an action guarantee. Ex-
amples of qualified actions are:sending an event to one or more signatory and
supporting parties, opening a trouble ticket or problem report, payment of penalty,
or payment of premium. Note that, as stated in the latter case, a service provider
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Fig. 8. Defining an ActionGuaranteeMust Send Notification Guarantee.

may very well receive additional compensation from a customer for exceeding an
obligation.

ExecutionModality is an additional means to control the execution of the
action. It can be defined whether the action should be executed if a particular
evaluation of the expression yields true. The purpose is to reduce, for example, the
execution of a notification action to a necessary level if the associated expression
is evaluated very frequently. Execution modality can be either:always, on entering
a conditionor on entering and leaving a condition. The example depicted in Fig. 8
illustrates an action guarantee.

In the example,ZAuditing is obliged to invoke the notification action of the
service customerXInc if a violation of the service level objectiveConditional
SLO For AvgThroughput (cf. Fig. 7) occurs. The precondition should be evalu-
ated every time the evaluation of the SLOMust Send Notification Guarantee
returns a new value. The action has three parameters: the type of notification, the
guarantee that caused it to be sent, and the SLA parameters relevant for under-
standing the reason of the notification. The notification should always be executed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced the novel WSLA framework for specifying and
monitoring SLAs for Web Services. Our work is motivated by the need to enable
service customers and providers to unambiguously define a wide variety of SLAs,
specify the SLA parameters and the way how they are measured, and tie them to
managed resource instrumentations. Upon receipt of an SLA specification, the SLA
monitoring services are automatically configured to enforce the SLA, thus reducing
the need for costly, slow and error-prone manual intervention to a minimum. This
becomes increasingly important for emerging service-oriented architectures, such
as Web Services.

The WSLA framework addresses these problems by allowing service provi-
ders and their customers to define the quality-of-service aspects of a service, and
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Web Services in particular. In order to avoid the potential ambiguity of higher-level
SLA parameters, parties can define precisely how resource metrics are measured
and how composite metrics are computed. The concept of supporting parties al-
lows signatory parties to include third parties into the process of measuring the
SLA parameters and monitoring the obligations associated with them. The WSLA
language is extensible and allows to derive new domain-specific or technology-
specific elements from existing language elements. The explicit representation of
service level objectives and action guarantees provides a very flexible mechanism
to define obligations on a case-by-case basis. Finally, its independence from the
way the interface of a service is described makes the WSLA language and its asso-
ciated services applicable to a wide range of inter-domain management scenarios.

We have developed a prototype of a WSLA Compliance Monitor. It consists
of a measurement service, a condition evaluation service, and a deployment ser-
vice. This prototype is publicly available on the IBM Alphaworks site as part of
the IBM Web Services Toolkit (www.alphaworks.ibm.com). Currently, we provide
extensions to the WSLA language that apply to quality aspects of business pro-
cesses and pricing. The integration with existing resource management systems
and architectures remains a challenging topic for further research.
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